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You’re Next in the Ring!  Is Your Game Plan in Order? 
by John Cox 

dog-talk@comcast.net  

Upon arriving at the trial: 

1) Make sure you have all the needed required equipment  for the class(es) entered. 

2) Check-in early if at all possible.  If you have a conflict this should be discussed with the Judge/Steward before the class is 

scheduled to start.  This courtesy will help the Judge in determining Group sizes, if applicable, and absentees.  Keep attuned 

to the “white board, if available” for dogs moved out of catalog order as this information will allow your warm-up timing to 

be more on target. 

3) Before your turn, watch the heeling pattern and where each exercise will take place.  In being prepared one can keep their 

dog better focused while moving from one exercise to the next. 

4) Know the correct height of the dog’s withers if there are jumps in the class entered, and double-check to make sure the 

Stewards have the jumps set correctly before entering the ring. 

5) If you are entered in Beginner Novice, Novice A or Preferred Novice, plan to be ringside for the walkthrough at start time 

of the class.  Have accommodations for the dog during the walkthrough.  

 

When it is time to enter the ring keep in mind the following: 

1) A team is being judged from the time they step into the ring until the time they leave the ring. 

2) Make sure the leash is attached going into the ring and leaving the ring. Chapter 2, Section 16 

3) Keep the dog under control at all times while in the ring. Chapter 2, Sections 22 & 23 

4) No titles may be displayed on your clothing and clothing must not be in poor taste or contain profanity.  Also, should not 

display any information that would be in conflict with a sponsor of the trial.  Chapter 1, Section 10 

5) Leashes must be made of fabric or leather and long enough to provide adequate slack during the Heel on Leash exercise.  A 

six foot leash needed in Beginner Novice and the Regular Novice Group exercise.  Nothing may be “hanging” from the collar. 

Chapter 2, Sections 16 & 17 

6) Handling Between Exercises, Chapter 2, Section 23: 

    a. Beginner Novice, Preferred-Novice or Novice A & B, guided gently by the collar between exercises.  NO other physical 

guidance is permitted and, if used, must receive minor or substantial penalties, depending on the circumstances. 

    b. Graduate Novice, Graduate Open, Preferred-Open, Open, Preferred-Utility, Utility or Versatility classes, there will be a 

substantial penalty for any dog that is physically guided at any time or is not readily controllable.  Minor penalties will be 

imposed for a dog that does not respond promptly to its handler’s commands or signals before or between exercises in these 

classes.   Items a. & b. also pertain to the Group exercise such as physical positioning the dog for the Sit or Down. 

7) Before starting each exercise the judge is required to ask, “Are you ready?”  Keep in mind this is JUST a question, NOT the 

start of the exercise. The judging of an exercise will not begin until the judge has given the first order. Chapter 2, Section 4 

8) Praise and petting are allowed between and after exercises, but points will be deducted from the total score for a dog that 

is not under reasonable control while being praised.  Chapter 2, Section 22 

9) After the last class dog and before the awards: If you have been informed you Qed, warm up your dog as you never know if 

there may be a runoff!  Be prepared and ready if called back into the ring! 

10) Classes at or after 12:00 noon will be listed “to follow” and must be judged in the order and ring listed. No “to follow” 

class may start before 12:00 noon. Chapter 1, Section 26 

            A minor deduction is ½ point up to 2½ points.  A substantial deduction is 3 or more points. 

 
GOOD LUCK…………YOU and your dog can do this and you wi ll ALWAYS be taking the BEST dog home with you!!!  
For more information on Judging, examining the exercises and saving other withdrawals from your “200” account, 

check out the…    www.saintbernardarchive.com  

The AKC Blog: https://akcobedrlyjudges.wordpress.com/about/ 


